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As well as being one of the most attractive cities to visit, Istanbul is now becoming a higher education destination for international students. Istanbul Aydin University is targeting to be innovative and model in higher education by applying programmes constantly improving and raising innovative, contemporary, adaptable to change and productive generation.
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About Istanbul

In Istanbul you have the possibility of continuing with your free of charge Turkish language courses specifically designed for incoming Erasmus+ students.
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APPLICATION DEADLINES

Fall Term: September 1
Spring Term: March 1
Term Dates

Fall Term: September 1
Spring Term: March 1

STUDENT PROFILE

Erasmus+ Program supports worldwide university cooperation, thus enabling staff and students to conduct research, teach or study and get training in one of IAU’s numerous prestigious partners around the world.
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PROGRAMS AT ISTANBUL AYDIN UNIVERSITY

ERCUSMUS+ AT ISTANBUL AYDIN UNIVERSITY
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